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Welcome to century 21
Take a look and see how far we've come
Don't everybody got a bomb?
Shoulda know it wouldn't be long
'Til suicide came from the sky
Out of the blue the lightning strikes
Straight to the heart
Straght to the mind
'Til nobody leaves their borderline.

Traffic Jams, Poisoned land
Virus makes another stand
False prophets propagate
Intolerance, religious hate
I can't eat the food that's on my plate
I've heard it's an acquired taste
They cloned a beast for us today
Next stop the human race.

And the ride is worth the fall
We want it right now
We want it all
We use it up, the spit it out

Welcome to the future.

Political deceivers
Make me a non-believer
I lost faith in all our leaders
They get your vote then leave ya
Big brother watches from the sky
Nowhere to run, Nowhere to hide
Today on channel 29
The president was telling lies
Monica, Zippergate
Hospital's a marketplace
Dollar bills, Oil spills,
Jesus loves you, shoot to kill
They chose the ones for us to hate
They hook us up, we take the bait
We realise when it's too late
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They're burning babies in our name.

And the ride is worth the fall
We want it right now
We want it all
We use it up, the spit it out

Welcome to the future.

Hold on tight
Hide your eyes
Don't think twice
(Repeat)

India, Whats happening?
What about the holy men?
United Nations hands are tied
The eagle swoops, the missiles fly.

Third word debt, Tibet
Tiannamen lest we forget
Ethnic cleansing, rising tides
O.J. do you sleep at night?
Murderers laughing free
Stephen Lawrence R.I.P
Paranoia, terror police
Red tape and bueraucacy
And if you think that you are free
Try going a week without TV
Try telling the taxman what you'll keep

Welcome to the future

Hold on tight
Hold your eyes
Don't think twice
(Repeat)

The future
Welcome to century 21
Can you believe how far we've come?
What is right they're calling wrong.

India, Whats happening?
What about the holy men?
O.J. do you sleep at night?
Or will you write a book and sell the rights?
Racial hate in my homeland
Makes me ashamed to be an Englishman
So much I don't understand
Got me going out of my head



Welcome to the future
You know you gotta
Hold on tight
Hide your eyes
Don't think twice.
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